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Abstract
Features of using language means in artistic texts are considered. The research object is works by Amirkhan Eniki, who occupies a unique place in the Tatar literature. The peculiarity of his works is that they, through depicting the real world, reveal the inner world, feelings, and emotional experiences of the characters.

The research objective is to consider “a writer’s language” as an individual but consistent reflection of development trends in the general literary language of an epoch. The main task was to research speech means used by a writer to create an artistic image. The research showed that it is due to these means that the image “comes alive” and acquires new facets, while improper use of these means destroys the role and significance of the image in the work of art.
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A text is the initial stage for a reader to reproduce the world created by a writer. A writer may create that world solely with words. Thus, the set of words in an artwork becomes an opportunity to reflect the author’s world outlook through such expressive means as adequacy and typicality used in the text. At the same time, having become an element of a literary work, a word acquires new properties previously not inherent in it, such as the ability for semantic interaction with distant components, polysemy, and, depending on lexical relationships and structure, emotional-evaluative categories, etc.

Thus, a word of fiction, creating the figurative poetic language and serving the expressive-figurative functions, is polysemant. From this viewpoint, a style is a lexical-semantic category. At the same time, the stylistic features of any artwork are revealed not only in the semantic use of words, but also in the specific structure of sentences, the text, and syntactic phrases. Consequently, a style is also a structural-syntactic category.

The style of artistic prose is characterized by emotionality and broad use of expressive language means. A special role is played by words with figurative meaning, which have been long used in literature to achieve a brighter description of events and objects of the real world, as well as to create an emotional background to be perceived by a reader. The figurative meaning can be formed through several methods, of which metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche, and transference by function are traditional and are described in the works by most linguists.

In the Tatar literary language, using language means in figurative meaning has a rather long history and tradition. Here, we should point out the cultural influence of the literature and language traditions of the East.

As is known, an epithet is an attribute of a word that influences the expressiveness and beauty of that word [2]. At first glance, it is the simplest of all means of artistic expressiveness. However, such an opinion is superficial. The linguists working in the sphere of poetics (L. I. Timoфеев, V. V. Vinogradov, A. I. Efimov, S. Sh. Povariso, etc.) consider them to be the most complex and important of all poetic means. We share their opinion. That is why we do not limit epithets to such traditional poetic attributes as коме д но (кагы), нызы жыл, лиф кен, тарын ир etc., but rather include various attributes (logical attributes) a writer uses to create an artistic image, which convey the idea and the message of the author.

The language of Amirkhan Eniki’s works is multifaceted, melodic, and unique. Each of his sentences and words is written taking into account the features of a soul and the perceptive abilities of his reader. This is why the epithets used in A. Eniki’s works are peculiar and fall beyond the traditional frameworks.

The epithets used by the writer are conveyed by various lexical units. Our research allowed us to distinguish the following groups:
1. Epithets expressed by adjectives
2. Epithets-predicatives
1. Epithets-participles
2. Epithets expressed by homogeneous parts of a sentence
3. Complex epithets

**Epithets expressed by adjectives**

This type of epithet is used in the studied works most often. As a part of speech, adjectives can express various features: properties, qualities, various relations, characterizing the persons and objects of the real world. Using adjectives as epithets, a writer avails of abundant means and unlimited opportunities. This type of epithet makes it possible to connect various phenomena, with multiple semantic shades appearing as a result. In A. Eniki's works, this group of epithets can be divided into subgroups based on their structure:

1) Epithets expressed by adjective stems: якты өфкө, тирир якынлык, авыр сагышты, ачы һәрәт, әлгачык нур, көмектә яфрак (from a short story “Балалы” – “A child”); әлгачык якынлык, тыныч гамырсез, тыныч бушлык (“Ана һәм өз” – “Mother and daughter”); чың якынлык, якты дүккяннын, санырлыгы ҳаллеселек, авыр ҳаллеселек, авыр бушлык, тыныч елмә (“Бер ғенә саттагы” “Just for an hour”); тирир яфрак, тирир ғажыллы, әлгөн тынычты, тирир ғафа, _producto_ ялык, тирир якынлык, әлгачык сүз (“Тауарга кәпән” – “Looking at the mountains”). As one can see from the above epithets, A. Eniki selects attributes very thoroughly, using combinations that convey the shades of feelings in a new way and that open the nuances not caught before. Notably, light, pleasant, and warm epithets are used in the short story “A child”, which is saturated with immense love for children and where attention is focused on sinless purity, sweet childish naivety, and genuine sincerity of a child’s image. As a result, the horizon is light, and the girl’s eyes are filled with warm rays, though there is destruction and grief around that was brought by war. The war is merciless, as is the hatred of the characters who lost their children, “looking at the mountains”.

2) Epithets expressed by adjective derivatives.

In the modern Tatar language, the affixation way of building adjectives is the most productive. New adjectives can be built on the basis of noun stems (шатларга, сагышты, сүзсез, ин, эман) and noun derivatives (үлмөс, уңдырыш, лые, мөлдөмлы, ак, аңлат) as well as compound words and syntactic combinations (қайырын, ҳам, қайырын, кайырло, ак, аңлат, қайырын, лые, мөлдөмлы, ак, аңлат) [3].

Epithets with affixes — ылы-ле. The epithet, ылы-ле, is one of the most active and polyfunctional in the Tatar language. As a word-building epithet, it can be added to nouns (шатларга, сагышты, ил, аңлат), adjectives (ак, сүзсез, кайырын, мөлдөмлы, ак, аңлат), numerals (беж, кырык, бушлык), verbs (кайырло, кайырын, мөлдөм), and modal words (қайырло, тие, мөлдөмло).

Poetic attributes formed with this affix have a lot of meanings, with the main one being the characterization of an object or person through the semantics of the word-building stem. The characterizing feature may be constant (a static feature) or temporary. That is, it may define persons, objects, and phenomena through an isolated, not recurring, feature. The first group of epithets includes курал төмө, өмөтле сизлө, кадерле күренү, газаллы мекебөт (“Just for an hour”), көйлө эжед, и ачыл элдәчә, иштали кәзәдир (“Looking at the mountains”). Other epithets characterize objects through a temporary feature inherent in the word-building stem, such as катаушлы күрү, катаушлы төш (“Just for an hour”).

Epithets with affixes — сыз-сеә. This affix is also polyfunctional in the Tatar language. It is both a word-building and grammar affix. As a word-building affix, it is synonymous to the affix -лы/-ле (denotes the absence of a feature or property), as seen with бәхетле – бәхетле (“lucky” – “unlucky”). It can be added to nouns (кайырын), adjectives (күсьым), verbs (түкәүс), and modal words (фәрәк). A. Eniki often uses such epithets as the following: сүзсез уйчылык, хәлес бушлык, хәлес тауып (“Just for an hour”), аңлату ыкылтырлык, мөлдөмсез сүз (“А қылы”), хәлес күләр, мөлдөмсез ач у, ыкылтырлык тыныч, мөлдөмсез ыкылтырлык (“Looking at the mountains”), мөлдөмсез кызылык (“Mother and daughter”), урмасыз, мөлдөмсез юлы (“Just for an hour”), мөлдөмсез күләр (“Looking at the mountains”), тыныч ваемсезлык (“А қылы”). Amirkhan Eniki had a talent of selecting each word and each accent. Pay attention to the first example. At first glance, it is a casual, unremarkable attribute. However, this is not so. First of all, one may notice a violation of the ordinary patterns. Ordinarily, if a person smiles, it means
that they are calm, glad, or quiet. In this case, the old man smiles, although it would be more appropriate for him to cry. In order to better understand the meaning and role of this epithet, we should turn to the text, “Галимҗан абзиый улына кызганыч елману белэн, ышаийча кыры, Мэрыым абыстай ис, ботөез эр танга ылып, бернəрсə анламаган кыяфет белэн, күлөрөн зур ачып, улына төкөлөгөн иде” [1]. The old people feel like that when they learn that their son, Gumar, returned just for one hour. Galimzhan abziy is the head of the family. Therefore, despite his own vexation of mind, he must stay reserved and maintain composure (which the soldier’s mother and wife fail to do, losing hope for meeting their son and husband). On the surface, he manages it. He brought himself to calm down his wife and give the necessary orders to his daughter-in-law. Still, the thought of a near and inevitable departure from his son strikes him. That is why his smile is pitiful. It hides the acute sorrow about the new departure, the pain due to his own powerlessness, and the pity he feels for his kin. Thus, just one epithet, delicately selected by the writer, makes us feel the depth of inner anxiety of the characters and the idea of the work as a whole.

Epithets with affixes —ык/-ек/-к. In the Tatar language, this affix is used to build both nouns and adjectives. To build adjectives, it is added to verbs (сүтек, җимерек). It denotes a property expressed through the action of the word-building stem. In the studied works, such epithets are сынык күңел ("Looking at the mountains"), йөмөк күзлəр ("Just for an hour"), and others.

The above-said information testifies to the large-scale opportunities yielded by using epithets in literary texts. The stylistic functions of epithets are brightly manifested in various constructions. This allows us to conclude that all the above-mentioned features of using epithets play a pivotal role in creating the social and emotional background of an artwork, and they also serve as bright examples of the author’s skill. Besides that, the emotional and expressive coloring of epithets is an evaluative means that demonstrates the author’s position and enables the author to express the attitude of other characters to a personage.
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